In this work we present HeMoLab (Hemodynamics Modeling Laboratory), a computational environment for modeling the Human Cardiovascular System. Its integrates novel computational tools, running from medical image processing to numerical simulation and visualization. As a simulation tool, it allows to accommodate complex physiological and/or pathophysiological (virtual) scenarios aimed to retrieve detailed information from the numerical computations. Such application makes possible to speed up research in the study and analysis of the cardiovascular system and, to provide a virtual laboratory for medical training and education, and specialized Human Resources development. In order to demonstrate the modeling and simulation capabilities of HeMoLab some cases of use are
Introduction
The current advances in computational modeling and numerical simulation techniques, together with the increasing computational power offered by personal computers, have allowed researchers to study, develop and solve highly accurate mathematical models which are capable of giving insight about the physical phenomena taking place in complex physiological systems, such as the Human Cardiovascular System. In this context, not only the mere study of the Cardiovascular System itself, but also the analysis of the onset and progress of cardiovascular diseases, the outcomes of surgical procedures and the possibility of medical training have been matter of exhaustive research in this area [1, 2, 3, 4] . Although an extensive effort has been devoted so far, there are still a series of open problems of great relevance and clinical impact [5, 6, 7] .
As a consequence of the multi-scale nature of the Human Cardiovascular System (HCVS), which integrates different levels of circulation (systemic arteries, arterioles, capillaries), it is possible to identify different types of studies in the context of numerical simulations. As far as mathematical models are concerned, it is possible to discern between: (i) the use of simple models to simulate global hemodynamics phenomena [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] (the so-called 1D-0D models) and (ii) the simulation of local phenomena related to blood flow circulation in specific arterial districts [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] (the so-called 3D models).
These two kinds of models are mathematical representations which provide insights about different aspects of the hemodynamics phenomena taking place in the HCVS. Thus, a third generation of models has been a matter of research in the last years which is (iii) the use of a proper combination of models (i) and (ii) to couple local and global phenomena in order to represent the systemic response of the HCVS [19, 20, 21, 22] (the so-called 3D-1D-0D models). This third class of computational models has allowed the setting of more complex physiological and pathophysiological scenarios of potential clinical interest [23, 24, 25] .
Specialized tools for handling the complex data sets behind each class of models become mandatory. To meet this need, an integrated environment that provides computational techniques properly devised for each stage in the modeling of the HCVS was developed.
This environment is called HeMoLab, which stands for Hemodynamics Modelling Laboratory. HeMoLab is an integrated modelling environment that enables the processing of all the information related to the mathematical models mentioned above. In this work we describe the structure of HeMoLab, and we show how the complex data sets required by the problem of modeling the HCVS are dealt with in this environment. Finally, we also present several applications to show the potentialities of the tool in our recent research activities and also we comment on a recent experience using HeMoLab in the human resources formation at graduate level.
This work is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief overview of the computational models integrated in the HeMoLab system, while the requirements for its development and a brief description of the underlying architecture are depicted in Section 3. Section 4 describes the different tools provided by each module of HeMoLab. Section 5 discusses the three different scenarios that are identifiable within HeMoLab and presents two examples of application. Also, we comment about the "HeMoLab experience" as a first example of usage of this application for medical training at graduate level in a Ph.D. program in Cardiology. Finally, in Section 6 the final remarks and conclusions of the work are outlined.
Computational models
In this section we briefly present the computational models which were integrated into HeMoLab. The reader interested is directed to [21, 22, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] for a detailed account of the mathematical formulation, numerical approximation and models calibration.
1D-0D Hemodynamics Models
The propagation of the cardiac pulse in the arterial network can be accurately represented through 1D-0D mathematical models which describe the behavior of the flow rate, mean pressure and lumen area and as a function of time throughout the systemic network (see references cited in Section 1). Figure 1 (a) provides a scheme of this kind of model.
Its governing equations are:
where Q is the flow rate, P the mean pressure and A = πR 2 the lumen area (with radius R). Also, the viscous effects depend on τ o = f r ρQ|Q| 8A 2 where f r is the Darcy friction factor considered from a fully developed parabolic velocity profile. Parameters E and k are the effective Young modulus and fluidity of the arterial wall, and subscript 0 refers to reference values. Equation (1) stands for the momentum conservation and (2) for the mass conservation, while (3) is the constitutive relation pressure-area (in this case a viscoelastic model).
At bifurcations, conservation of mass and continuity of pressure are imposed, while the inflow/outflow boundary conditions for the whole arterial tree are modeled via 0D Windkessel lumped models [10] . The equations for such 0D models are
where index t represents quantities of the 0D model and R 1 , R 2 and C are the lumped parameters that characterize the peripheral beds. These 0D terminal elements act as outflow boundary conditions for 1D models and therefore are present whenever a 1D model is set up.
The amount of data that must be manipulated and processed in this case reaches the order of 10 5 parameters. In fact, we need to provide all the geometrical and mechanical parameters involved in the equations above for every point in each single arterial vessel, in addition to the values of the parameters that characterize the peripheral circulation.
3D Hemodynamics Models
To capture all the complexity of blood flow in a given arterial vessel it is necessary to perform a numerical approximation of the 3D Navier-Stokes equations (see references cited in Section 1). Such models are capable of retrieving all the complexity of blood flow in the 3D Euclidian space. The governing equations, written in arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian form, are
Proper inflow/outflow boundary conditions
where v and p are the blood velocity and pressure respectively, ρ is the density, µ the dynamic viscosity. Also, Ω is the 3D spatial domain whose lateral boundary is Γ w (arterial wall) and whose inflow/outflow boundaries are denoted by Γ i/o . Since the arteries are deformable, this domain (frame of reference) is moving at a velocity given by u which, at boundary Γ w , matches the wall velocity v w = ∂δ ∂t n, where δ is the displacement of the wall in the direction of the outward unit normal vector n treated by a ring model in order to simplify the presentation.
By proper inflow/outflow boundary conditions we mean either Neumann or Dirichlet boundary conditions such that the problem is well-posed. With such boundary conditions directly imposed in this model it is not trivial to simulate the blood flow in the physiological regime. This is circumvented by using 3D-1D models.
In order to perform a 3D simulation we need to define the Euclidian space of our concern. Either this space is obtained from combination of basic geometrical entities or defined from the identification of anatomical structures in medical images, it is required to deal with a very large amount of data that defines completely a tetrahedralization of this spatial domain. The manipulation of this tetrahedralization and the entire data structure is one of the most expensive pre-processing stages when modeling the HCVS. The number of parameters that describe a mesh may reach up to 10 7 .
Moreover, in the case this spatial domain is obtained from medical images, we have an additional cost that is the image processing stage. Therefore, to handle this kind of patient-specific problems it is necessary to incorporate numerical techniques developed specifically for segmentation and identification of vessels. In such cases we must notice that the data which is being manipulated and processed may also reach up to 10 7 .
3D-1D-0D Hemodynamics Models
Coupled models permit to simulate the interaction between global and local phenomena, being capable of representing the blood flow circulation in a wide range os scenarios and under accurate physiological regimes (see references cited in Section 1). Figure 1(b) is a schematic representation of the coupling referred to here.
The mathematical setting for 3D-1D-0D models consists of equations (1)- (11), except for the boundary conditions over the inflow/outflow boundaries (equation (11)) of the 3D domain, which are substituted by the following coupling conditions
where the main quantities from the 1D model (Q, P ) are coupled with the ones from the 3D model (v, p). Thus, it can be seen that due to the heterogeneous nature of the models involved in the 3D-1D-0D setting, it is necessary to handle quite heterogeneous data, that is data associated to the arterial tree (the whole set of vessels and terminals) and to the specific vessels (eventually incorporating patient-specific information from medical images).
HeMoLab Requirements
To set up either standalone 1D-0D or 3D or heterogeneous 3D-1D-0D models of the HCVS different types of data need to be integrated. The main requisites that a modelling application such as HeMoLab has to meet are:
i. 1D-0D tree creation/edition/visualization: edition and creation of a 1D model of the arterial tree, including changes in its geometrical and topological definition as well as the definition of the material properties corresponding to the wall tissue, and incorporating 0D terminal elements for modeling outflow boundary conditions.
ii. Medical image processing: enhancement and segmentation of medical images in order to extract patient-specific geometrical models, together with visualization and geometry definition for the posterior simulation.
iii. 3D geometry edition/visualization/mesh generation: edition of 3D surfaces represented by triangular meshes and construction of tetrahedral meshes (volume filling),
setting of boundary conditions and modification of geometry for the simulation of surgical procedures or pathological situations.
iv. Coupling of heterogeneous models: setting of the coupling between a 3D model (set up following ii. and eventually i.) and a 1D-0D arterial tree (set up following i.) through the interconnection of entities pertaining to both models, that is interconnection of nodes (1D-0D model) with inflow/outflow surfaces (3D models).
v. Numerical approximation of governing equations: preparation of input data for the numerical simulation from either 1D-0D, 3D or 3D-1D-0D models.
vi. Scientific visualization of the results: visualization of large data sets, post-processing of scalar and vectorial fields, computation of specific indexes concerning hemodynamics applications.
HeMoLab Architecture
HeMoLab's graphical user interface has been developed on top of ParaView [31] , a visualization software whose development is based on VTK -The Visualization Toolkit [32] . This software is an application originally developed for scientific visualization of large data sets in scientific computing. It has been chosen mainly because of its powerful native tools aiming at scientific visualization of large data sets, fulfilling most of the prerequisites of HeMoLab regarding visualization issues (see Section 3).
HeMoLab tools are organized according to their specific functionality. They are separated in two clases: packages and modules. Packages follow the same philosophy used by VTK, where classes are separated by the kind of functionality that they provide (these are Common, Filtering, Graphics, GUIClient, Imaging, IO, Server Manager, Widgets).
On the other hand, modules are developed on top of the packages to offer more complex tools. The modules that comprise the core of HeMoLab are the following:
• hm1DModule,
• hmImageProcessing,
• hm3DModule,
• hmCoupling,
The modules hm1DModule, hmImageProcessing, hm3DModule and hmCoupling have been specially developed for HeMoLab, while the modules Gemesis3D and SolverGP are external modules that have been integrated to HeMoLab through their corresponding interfaces.
1D Module -hm1DModule
The calibration of a 1D-0D model is a rather cumbersome task due to the amount of data, calibration and tests involved, as well as the uncertainties attached to such data and criteria for calibration. Therefore, it is mandatory to create efficient tools devised to handle this data in a simple fashion.
The present module provides a series of tools to pre-process data to perform 1D-0D
simulations. This pre-processing encompasses the configuration of a 1D arterial tree (or a sub-system of it) by creating and editing 1D arterial segments, setting the mechanical and geometrical parameters associated to each segment. It also allows setting the parameters related to the peripheral beds modeled as 0D elements. Once the model is completely calibrated, the data is organized such that an in-house (a general purpose) numerical solver given by the SolverGP external module (see Section 4.6) carries out the simulation.
The results are then reloaded in the system and can be analyzed.
In Figure 2 it can be observed different tasks related to the setting of a 1D simulation such as the creation of a branched system, the edition of properties of arterial segments, the edition of the cardiac ejection and the visualization of results.
Such tasks are collected in the pre-processing pipeline related to this module as seen in This module can be exploited in a standalone mode (resulting in pure 1D-0D simulations), as an input for 3D-1D-0D simulations (see Section 5) or combining both.
Image Processing Module -hmImageProcessing
This module groups image filters to perform the enhancement of the image by means of noise reduction and image segmentation through the identification of the region corresponding to the object of interest (e.g., the vessel).
With this in mind, the hmImageProcessing was developed to provide tools for processing medical images. This module is closely related to the hm3DModule module since it provides the input surface to build 3D models (see Section 4.3). The tools provided by this module are (see Figure 4 ): medical image input/output, sub-region selection, image enhancement, image segmentation, geometry reconstruction. Just like the module for 1D simulations, this module may be used either in a standalone mode or as an input for 3D-1D-0D simulations as well.
Coupling Module -hmCoupling
This module merges information from three sources: (i) the information stored in the 1D-0D model, (ii) the information stored in the 3D model and (iii) the "interaction"
between the 1D-0D and the 3D models. Specifically, point (iii) stands for the relation that must exist between a given location (a node) in the 1D-0D model and an inflow/outflow boundary in the 3D model. This defined a coupling relation.
Following the same philosophy used in the previous modules, once a coupled model has been prepared the numerical simulation takes place and, finally, the results are reloaded in HeMoLab for visualization purposes. The main steps involved in this module are (see In Figure 9 an example of the sequence of operations involved in the construction of a 3D-1D model is shown. The third coupling interaction has been omitted. Naturally, previously processed 1D and 3D models are needed at this stage.
In Section 5 an example is presented to show the way in which the hmCoupling module takes part in the modelling process.
External Module -Gemesis3D (mesh generation)
Gemesis3D is an in-house mesh generator for setting up three dimensional simulations.
Gemesis3D module deals with two aspects, the generation/optimization of surface meshes and the generation/optimization of volume meshes based on simplex entities (triangles and tetrahedra). For a detailed exposition on the meshing tools provided by Gemesis3D
we refer the reader to [33, 34, 35] and references therein. With the final mesh (surface and volume meshes) the 3D model (or a coupled 3D-1D-0D model when using the hmCoupling module) can be set up. The user has thus acces to specific tools through HeMoLab's interface:
• 3D Surface meshes: add/remove nodes, swap diagonals, remove needle-like triangles, smooth surface, close surfaces and transformations (scaling, orientation, etc.).
• 3D Volume meshes: create Delaunay tetrahedralizations and optimize tetrahedralization.
External Module -SolverGP (numerical solver)
SolverGP is responsible for the numerical approximation of the partial differential equations presented in Section 2. This external module is an in-house numerical solver aimed at dealing with any problem whose discrete counterpart can be expressed as a system of linear equations [36] . This module supports several well-known techniques used in computational hemodynamics such as Finite Element Methods, Finite Volume Methods and Finite Difference Methods.
The modelling of the cardiovascular system is dealt within HeMoLab using the Finite Element Method. Several techniques developed by the authors have been implemented in SolverGP (see [21, 22] ). This module is invoked by the other modules according to: 1D-
0D (Section 4.1), 3D (Section 4.3) or 3D-1D-0D (Section 4.4) simulations. In addition,
SolverGP is a parallel code which makes use of MPI communication, and uses the PETSc library [37] for solving systems of linear equations.
Scientific visualization -ParaView
Once a simulation is finished it is reloaded in the system for the analysis of the results.
To this end, Paraview's native filters provide a great help in carrying out the visualization of results (see Figure 10 ). Scalar and vector fields, streamlines, iso-surfaces and warping of vector fields are classical tools available within the system. Nevertheless, for applications in hemodynamics it was necessary to complement HeMoLab with specific filters such as the computation of OSI and WSS indexes (oscillatory shear index and wall shear stress, respectively), as well as filters for particle tracing.
Using HeMoLab: two examples of applications
As seen in the previous section the HeMoLab system has been designed in a modular way. Depending on the aim of the user, one or more modules may be combined, offering different possibilities. During system operation the modules presented in Section 4 can be combined in three ways, leading to three different scenarios as shown in Figure 11 , and as described in the following sections.
Scenario 1 -1D Model
This scenario makes use just of the hm1DModule module and is intended to meet the requirements related to the computational modeling of global hemodynamics phenomena as explained in Section 2.1, preparing the data of a 1D-0D model for a simulation. For example, the user may want to alter the mechanical/geometrical properties of the model to gain insight about the sensitivity of the arterial pulse to changes in peripheral resistance or inflow ejection for example.
Scenario 2 -3D Model
In this case the scenario is aimed at providing the necessary tools to study the complexity of blood flow in a certain geometry, as seen in the models presented in Section 2.2. The geometry may be obtained from patient-specific images using the hmImageProcessing module and used to perform a 3D simulation through the hm3DModule
Scenario 3 -Coupled model This may be the most interesting, and complete, scenario since is the one that allows to study the arterial system integrating 1D-0D and 3D models. This alternative permits to study the detailed behavior of the blood flow in a certain vessel of the HCVS in a consistent manner with the global conditions provided by the rest of the cardiovascular system. Specifically, this model can be used for studying the flow patterns inside an aneurysm, and the influence of a vascular disease (such as an aneurysm or a stenosis) in the propagation of pressure and flow rate waves. In this case, the 3D arterial geometry is processed using modules hmImageProcessing and hm3DModule, and then the hm1DModule is employed to set up the 1D arterial network in which the 3D model will be embedded. Then, both data sets are combined using the hmCoupling module and the simulation is carried out.
Two examples of application of the HeMoLab system are presented to illustrate the potentialities of the system. The first case shows its use in a problem involving the evaluation of topological changes in a 1D model. The second situation presents an assessment of the local blood flow patterns at the vertebral arteries, when such arteries are coupled to a 1D model. A deeper analysis of the results is not presented because it is out of the scope of the present work. Finally, an experience using HeMoLab for medical training at graduate level is commented in the last part of this section.
Evaluation of changes in the topology of the arterial tree
This problem consists of analyzing the response of a given 1D-0D arterial network when subjected to alterations in its configuration (see scenario 1 in Figure 11 ). The purpose of such changes is to model a kidney transplantation (see Figure 12 (a) for the arterial tree under normal conditions, and two reconfigurations due to the transplantation to the external or internal iliac arteries, correspondingly). The aim here is to assess the sensitivity of the pressure and flow rate waves to changes in the disposition of the arterial branch that corresponds to the renal arteries. in the aorta before the renal arteries, (ii) in the renal artery that will be transplanted and (iii) in the iliac artery. These three points will be simply referred to as aorta artery, renal artery and iliac artery. Figure 13 presents a comparison of pressure waves and flow rates in the the abdominal aorta artery. It can be seen that the global quantities remain almost insensitive to the change in the configuration of the network. We can also appreciate that the changes are mainly experienced by the renal arteries, as expected. Also in the same figure some differences can be perceived between the situations corresponding to the transplantation over the internal and external iliac arteries.
Hence, HeMoLab provides additional information to the physician which could be used either for educational or research purposes. Certainly, more accurate calibrations of the arterial tree using information provided by complementary measurements would help to improve the quality of the results. For instance, the simple examples presented here could be understood as a first stage before going into coupled 3D-1D-0D models to analyze, say, post-kidney transplantation complications like proximal stenosis as well as distal occlusion.
Assessment of blood flow at the vertebral arteries
This second problem groups all the modules developed in the HeMoLab system to render results about the blood flow at both vertebral arteries when such arteries are coupled to a 1D-0D model of the arterial tree (see scenario 3 in Figure 11 to identify the use of HeMoLab for this situation). Both geometries were reconstructed from a MRI image as shown in Figure 14 (a).
The 3D model is embedded in a 1D-0D model, as seen in Figure 14 Once again, in this example the potentialities of the HeMoLab system, in particular to deal with large problems, are worth remarking. The handling of the data sets associated to this class of problems is a rather intricate task. However, with the use of HeMoLab they are reduced to a sequence of simple steps for the setting and analysis of a particular case study.
The "HeMoLab experience"
As said throughout this work, the HeMoLab may also be used as a virtual laboratory for setting up virtual scenarios with educational purposes. This is one of the first steps The feedback of this experience was extremely positive. It not only allowed to strengthen relations with the medical community, but also to improve HeMoLab's usability by following medical doctors' recommendations about its usage.
Summary
In this work the HeMoLab system, which is an integrated tool that aims at facilitating the pipeline of the modelling process in hemodynamic simulations, has been presented and 
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